Amid Drought, a Water Fight Spills Into Legal Territory
by Neena Satija
September 14, 2013 - As Texas’ rivers run dry and lakes fall to record low levels, part of the fight over water supplies is moving underground.  Neighbors who pump water from the same formations beneath their land have long argued over that water.  But the stakes are rising, as cities and industries see groundwater as a solution to the demands of explosive population growth.
But Texas law governing groundwater is murky.  A recent state appeals court decision signals that only years of expensive legal battles will provide clarity.   “This whole issue will ultimately be resolved by litigation and not legislation,” said Andrew Sansom, executive director of the Meadows Center for Water and the Environment at Texas State University.  “A lot of it will be between private landowners, both of whom have been told by the state that the water is theirs.”
Texas owns the water in rivers, streams and lakes above ground, and governs its allocation.  Below the surface, different rules apply.  In 1904, the Texas Supreme Court declared that groundwater was subject to the “rule of capture,” generally meaning landowners could pump as much water as they wanted from under their properties and were not liable for depleting a neighbor’s underground supply.
It was not until 2012 that the same court specified that the regulations limiting those pumping rights could result in a “taking” of property rights under the Texas Constitution.  Last month, a state appeals court for the first time decided there was such a taking in South Central Texas.
The ruling in Edwards Aquifer Authority v. Glenn and JoLynn Bragg fuels an already fiery debate over whether groundwater can be protected alongside private property rights.  “Despite our best efforts, the aquifers are dropping,” said Greg Ellis, a former general manager of the Edwards Aquifer Authority, one of the state’s largest and most powerful groundwater regulation bodies.  The authority has asked its users, which include the city of San Antonio, to reduce demand by 35% this year amid the drought.
“The district has to have the ability to cut people back,” he added.
The authority’s existence illustrates Texas’ underground conundrum.  A federal judge ordered its creation in 1993, finding that over-pumping from the aquifer without proper management was threatening endangered species.  But Glenn and JoLynn Bragg had invested more than $2 million to grow pecans over the aquifer long before that.  When the authority restricted the amount of water they could pump, they sued, saying their property rights had been violated.
The state’s 4th Court of Appeals agreed.  Writing the court’s opinion, Justice Sandee Bryan Marion said last month that the restriction “forces the Braggs to purchase or lease what they had prior to the regulation — an unrestricted right to the use of the water beneath their land.”  Some environmentalists and water lawyers now fear that every attempt to protect aquifers will end up in court.  Property advocates disagree.  “Pay them,” said Paul Terrill, the Braggs’ attorney.  “You took their property.  Just pay them.”  (How much the Braggs are owed is still up for debate, according to the ruling.)
But cities and industries looking for new groundwater are unlikely to be satisfied with compensation.  They are pushing state lawmakers to limit local groundwater regulating abilities.  Still, said Ronald A. Kaiser, a professor of water policy at Texas A&M University, “these cities are going to continue to grow.  Drought is going to continue to happen.”
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